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MINUTES OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE 
JULY 25, 2022 
AUDITORIUM 

Present:  Councilmembers Shachner (Chair), Kepple (virtual), & Bullock 

Also Present: Councilmembers Baker & Marx, Chief of Staff Storey, Director Rancatore, 
Director Corrigan, Chief Kaucheck, Assistant Law Director Swallow, Clerk Bach, & Deputy 
Clerk Lascu taking minutes 

Call to Order: 7:43 p.m. 

AGENDA 

Approval of the minutes of the July 18, 2022 meeting of the Finance Committee. 

Motion by Chair Shachner, seconded by Councilmember Bullock to approve the minutes from 
the committee’s previous meeting. All in favor. Motion passed. 

Chair Shachner explained the public comment process for the night’s agenda and enumerated the 
legislative process it takes for an ordinance to become law in the city of Lakewood. 

ORDINANCE 24-2022 - AN ORDINANCE to take effect immediately provided it receives 
the affirmative vote of at least two thirds of the members of Council, or otherwise to take 
effect and be in force at the earliest period allowed by law, authorizing the transfer and 
advance of certain funds. (1st read & referred to Finance 7/18/22) 

Director Rancatore described the transfer ordinance (24-2022) as fairly routine and planned as 
part of the 2022 budget. It included debt service payments to the funds for the Department of 
Aging & Winterhurst, along with transfers to the hospitalization and workers’ compensation 
funds. These transfers mirror ones made in the 2nd quarter. 

Chair Shachner noted that the transfers appeared routine. 

Motion by Chair Shachner, seconded by Councilmember Bullock to recommend Ordinance 24-
2022 for adoption by the full Council. All in favor. Motion passed. 

ORDINANCE 20-2022 - AN ORDINANCE to take effect immediately provided it receives 
the affirmative vote of at least two thirds of the members of Council to enact Section 135.17 
Limitation on enforcement related to abortion care of the Codified Ordinances of the City 
of Lakewood, to protect residents of the City of Lakewood from interference by the State in 
their healthcare decisions. (Referred to Finance 07/05/22) 

Chair Shachner noted the presence of a substitute version of Ordinance 20-2022 that was made 
available to committee members and was posted on Granicus for all councilmembers’ viewing. 
He continued to share how the legislation came to be, citing the overturning of Roe v. Wade, 
which took away a long held right of women. He expressed his view that any anti-abortion 
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position is repugnant and noted that this decision has affected women in a very negative way and 
stops them from being able to fully participate in society. He added that certain routine 
procedures are now legally questionable, leaving painful and deathly consequences for women. 
He stated that the intent of the ordinance is to be good stewards of Lakewood’s limited 
resources, and that it does not overturn state code. He continued to say that the ordinance is not a 
statute about abortion, and that it is focused on finances and how to prioritize police 
investigations. 
 
Chair Shachner then highlighted the differences between the last two substitute versions of 
Ordinance 20-2022. There were some grammatical changes, change to the name of the statute, 
and clarified recitals that indicate the intent of the statute. It was noted that Lakewood’s crime 
rate has been relatively flat and that there is a need to prioritize Lakewood’s investigations to 
ensure prosperity and efficient operation in the Division of Police. Section A enumerates 6 
different criteria that shall not be examined unless all other felony and misdemeanor cases are 
closed, essentially deprioritizing investigating abortion/reproductive healthcare. 
 
Chair Shachner noted that 100% of the 22 eComments made were in support of Ordinance 20-
2022. He then reviewed and addressed concerns raised about Section A1, Section 6, and various 
other sections and subsections throughout the legislation. 
 
The committee then discussed the sequence of events and proper parliamentary order by which 
to make amendments, substitutions, etc. with input from Clerk Bach and Councilmember 
Bullock. 
 
Motion by Chair Shachner, seconded by Councilmember Bullock to recommend Ordinance 20-
2022 for adoption by the full Council. 
 
Motion by Chair Shachner, seconded by Councilmember Bullock to substitute Ordinance 20-
2022. 
 
Discussion 
 
Chair Shachner then offered a friendly amendment, which was seconded by Councilmember 
Bullock, to section A6 to replace the word “delivered” with “served,” so as to provide a more 
legally accurate term. All in favor. Motion passed. 
 
Motion by Chair Shachner, seconded by Councilmember Bullock to replace Section 1B1 with “if 
the pregnant person was coerced or forced by another to receive abortion care; or.” All in favor. 
Motion passed. 
 
Councilmember Kepple stated her appreciation for the updates to the amended legislation and 
thanked Chair Shachner for his work on it. 
 
Councilmember Baker noted he wanted to make sure that the rule of law was being upheld in 
Lakewood and concurred that the amendments prioritize what the city’s police force should 
investigate. He alluded to clerks in the past not issuing marriage licenses for unions they did not 
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agree with personally. He added that the police have many serious issues to investigate and that 
they should close them out before getting to issues related to abortion. He concluded with the 
notion that the legislation focuses on how the city is deciding to spend its resources. 
 
Chair Shachner asked Chief Kaucheck if he had any questions on how the police department 
would be able to comply with the ordinance. Chief Kaucheck stated that his department is bound 
to the law and will need guidance on what makes abortion related calls a lower priority. He was 
unsure on whether the ordinance supersedes state law. Chair Shachner responded by stating that 
the legislation does not say abortion related calls are to be made a lower priority. He continued to 
clarify the language of the ordinance and recited sections of it. 
 
Chief Kaucheck reiterated that his department is bound to state law and acknowledged Mr. 
Baker’s example about not issuing marriage licenses. Chair Shachner stated that issuing marriage 
licenses affects a personal right and asked what right is affected by not storing or cataloging A1-
6 in the legislation until all other felony or misdemeanor cases are closed. Chief Kaucheck 
responded that it is a matter of which laws are going to be enforced or not. 
 
Mr. Shachner asked whether the police would investigate a claim as to whether someone had a 
miscarriage or believed someone had an abortion, and whether the department would subpoena 
phone or abortion records. Chief Kaucheck stated he was unsure, and that each investigation is 
different. He added that it ultimately comes down to what the county prosecutor thinks, noting 
that there is no use for an investigation if the county won’t do anything about it. He stated his 
belief that Ohio law supersedes local law. 
 
Mr. Shachner stated his opinion that what constitutes general law or police regulation does not 
also make it a police power. Chief Kaucheck stated that he is not comfortable picking and 
choosing what laws to follow, and that there are other crimes that people might not want 
investigated. Mr. Shachner asked if the city’s police investigate every report that is received. 
Chief Kaucheck responded that his department looks for solvability factors. 
 
Director Corrigan stated he is still attempting to get a grasp on the legislation, stating that it 
attempts to codify policy. He continued to say that part of policy is discretion, and that the police 
and law department have discretion in investigations and prosecutions. He concluded by noting 
that this is the first time the administration has seen the new version of the legislation and needs 
to review the changes. 
 
Assistant Director Swallow asked questions regarding subsection A to understand its intent. Mr. 
Shachner replied that the items enumerated in A1-6 not be investigated unless all other felonies 
or misdemeanors were closed. 
 
Assistant Director Swallow stated that the legislation cannot circumvent the Public Records Act 
and that the city is required to store records in a manner that are retrievable. She iterated that the 
police have a duty to investigate and make arrests. Under the Ohio Revised Code, it is a crime 
for a peace officer to refuse to comply with the law. She stated that a refusal to comply opens the 
city and individual officer up to liability, and dereliction of duty offenses, which are an M2 under 
the state code. 
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Chair Shachner asked if Ms. Swallow was worried about civil suits for failure to act, which 
exclude an act/omission that is imposed by the revised code. Ms. Swallow answered yes. 
 
Mr. Shachner asked under what authority a plaintiff would sue. Ms. Swallow indicated they 
could sue under loss of potential life. She stated she is not advocating for a position, but merely 
doing her job to advise the city on whether a law is enforceable and what potential outcomes 
there might be from it. She added that anybody could file a mandamus action asking a higher 
court to determine if the legislation was invalid or enforceable.  
 
Chair Shachner stated that the ordinance has not substantially changed from its introduction and 
discussion ensued between him and Assistant Director Swallow regarding how public records are 
kept in the city and the city’s overall duty to maintain public records. An example was brought 
forward where unrelated written allegations were brought to the police department counter and 
the note was eventually logged into property evidence. 
 
Councilmember Bullock noted that there are federal/state laws that are not local criminal 
offenses, making a point to highlight that not pursuing those cases do not result in deficit to LPD 
officers. Assistant Director Swallow clarified that the proposed heartbeat bill has multiple 
misdemeanors that could be pursued and prosecuted at the local level. She provided an example 
where a felony drug case could be investigated and charged at the city level, or it could be bound 
over to the county for criminal proceedings. Mr. Bullock cited a lack of city code on abortion, 
claiming it is the responsibility of the state to enforce the law. Ms. Swallow noted that Lakewood 
does not mirror many state codes, but local officers would still be required to investigate. She 
provided an example where the local code does not mirror the state’s on OVI. Chief Kaucheck 
also added examples pertaining to felony drug and gun laws. 
 
Councilmember Bullock stated the importance of considering what Ms. Swallow and Chief 
Kaucheck have said, however expressed great concern having the weight of law enforcement 
involved in potentially taking very intrusive steps into one of the most serious matters and 
private moments of a woman’s life. Ms. Swallow noted she did not disagree with that statement; 
however it does not allow the city to circumvent public record laws  
or allow the dereliction of duty of officers. 
 
Councilmember Kepple asked if officers take reports with every call or interaction that occurs. 
Chief Kaucheck stated that there is not a written report on everyone, and that some are 
catalogued in the computers due to it being a general complaint or civil matter. Councilmember 
Kepple then inquired about whether those documentations would be able to create a pattern of 
behavior if someone were to be dealing with harassment. Chief Kaucheck stated it would be 
incident specific and reviewed the process of how his department would approach a marijuana 
complaint. If an officer smelled nothing, it would not count as a nuisance complaint, however if 
no one came to the door and there was a marijuana odor it could be used towards one. Along that 
example, Councilmember Kepple noted the state law legalizing hemp has made it difficult to 
investigate and cited Chief Kaucheck’s previous statements on how costly it is to test hemp to 
see if it’s actually marijuana. She asked if the department would still send an officer out knowing 
that it is illegal to possess and expensive and time consuming to test. Chief Kaucheck indicated 
that no one would likely be sent out as officers cannot distinguish between hemp and marijuana 
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being burned. Ms. Kepple then drew that line of thinking back to the discretion departments can 
use to create a report, since one is not being made for every call/complaint. Chief Kaucheck 
noted that the computer aided dispatch system (CAD) is a public record that could document any 
interaction. The committee established that the legislation would ban CAD documentation as 
currently written. 
 
Councilmember Marx asked if the police were to get a phone call from someone that says their 
neighbor had an abortion, will they request the medical records of that individual, noting that it’s 
hearsay and highlighting the need for evidence in investigations. Chief Kaucheck responded that 
if someone were to call in and say an individual shot their husband, the police would investigate. 
Assistant Director Swallow stated that nobody would be prosecuted solely on the accusations of 
a neighbor. Committee members then discussed the danger of laws imposed, like the heartbeat 
bill, that then trigger investigations that could be based on malicious statements. Chair Shachner 
stated that prosecutors see it all the time in their field with sexual abuse cases. An untrue or 
malicious report could involve intrusion into a woman’s life without cause. He added that we 
don’t know all the externalities of anti-abortion laws and how they deny women healthcare and 
subject them to very intrusive investigations. 
 
Councilmember Baker cited examples of the county prosecutor not prioritizing marijuana 
possession or concealed weapons cases, and ultimately using his discretion. He stated that every 
time a LPD officer does not issue a citation does not result in a dereliction of duty. He added that 
Council is attempting help people in Lakewood understand that they are protected if they need 
care to deal with an ectopic pregnancy, etc. He noted that the mayor of Cleveland is issuing a 
similar policy on abortion and that the county prosecutor would not be accepting charges. He 
inquired if Lakewood’s administration has a policy. 
 
Chief of Staff Storey voiced the mayor’s pro-choice stance, stated the administration’s shared 
priority with Council, and asked if the body was looking for a statement from her on it. 
Councilmember Baker indicated that something to address the issue would be helpful, as people 
are fearful for their healthcare. Mr. Storey indicated the mayor is comfortable with a similar 
policy to Mayor Bibb’s in Cleveland, but expressed concern about the city circumventing public 
records law. He stated the administration would be more comfortable with the ordinance being 
fashioned as a resolution, along with the city’s legal opinion. He iterated that there are ways to 
protect individuals who are accused and that LPD does not want to issue subpoenas. 
Councilmember Baker noted that public records section of the legislation can be easily amended. 
Chair Shachner acknowledged overlap between Council and administrative actions that can be 
supportive of each other. 
 
Director Corrigan stated there are better ways to express the policy and sentiment of the city and 
that the administration is willing to work with Council on this end. Chair Shachner replied that 
he has seen other cities in the interim put forward policies and the county prosecutor has made a 
similar announcement. He’s glad that the city is moving towards a similar product. 
 
Councilmember Bullock stated the intent of the policy should be to disentangle law enforcement 
from personal matters. He urged Council to keep pressing on the issue and lamented the state law 
as extreme. 
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Chair Shachner stated that the public records portion of the legislation can be amended. He 
added his belief that Council can codify city policy and that more research is necessary for how 
officers could be charged under the dereliction of duty state code. He anticipated another Finance 
Committee hearing for further discussion. He concluded by stating his reticence to give up 
statutory power of an ordinance in favor of a resolution. 
 
Chair Shachner opened public comment on Ordinance 20-2022, provided an overview of the 
rules, and enforced a 1-minute time limit per speaker. 
 
Public Comment 
 
Cindy Strebig – Ms. Strebig thanked Council and the administration for their pro-choice views 
and expressed optimism that new revisions to the legislation will make privacy a priority for 
women in Lakewood. 
 
Julia Toke – 1682 Parkwood – Ms. Toke expressed support for the ordinance, as it invests 
resources into the right places, and not women’s pregnancies. 
 
Brittancy Leckenridege – Ms. Leckenridge thanked Council for bringing the legislation forward 
and expressed support for it, adding that forced birth is a human rights violation and violation of 
privacy. 
 
Becky Machovec – 2093 Mars – Ms. Machovec voiced strong support for the ordinance and 
stated that the heartbeat bill is a violation of constitutional and human rights. 
 
Rob Gibbs – 3621 Warren Rd., Cleveland, OH – Mr. Gibbs quoted several Bible verses and 
stated there will be accountability for Council circumventing and twisting the law. 
 
Genine Gergill – Ms. Gergill stated that the ordinance helped ensure a judicious use of tax 
dollars and spoke about the unintended consequences of the overturning of Roe v. Wade. 
 
Brittany O’Connor – 2173 Mars – Ms. O’Connor voiced support for the ordinance and 
described Chief’s Kaucheck’s comments about potential investigations as chilling. 
 
Jenny Lazanich – Ms. Lazanich shared past personal circumstances and expressed disbelief that 
she could have been investigated for them under current law. She encouraged Council to vote 
yes on the ordinance. 
 
Nathan Lazanich – 1617 Robinwood – Mr. Lazanich talked about the drastic underfunding of the 
foster child network and encouraged Council to keep moving forward on the ordinance. 
 
Kathleen Tyrell – Ms. Tyrell spoke against the state heartbeat bill and likened it to modern day 
McCarthyism and the Red Scare. 
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A roll call vote was taken on the previously discussed transfer ordinance, Ordinance 24-2022, 
due to votes not being entirely audible. 
 
Yeas – Bullock, Kepple, Shachner 
Nays – None 
All in favor. Motion passed. Ordinance 24-2022 was recommended for adoption by the full 
Council. 
 
Chair Shachner adjourned the meeting without objection. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:24 p.m. 
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Agenda Name Comments Support Oppose Neutral

ORDINANCE 20-2022 - AN ORDINANCE to take effect immediately
provided it receives the affirmative vote of at least two thirds of the
members of Council to enact Section 135.17 Limitation on enforcement
related to abortion care of the Codified Ordinances of the City of
Lakewood, to protect residents of the City of Lakewood from interference
by the State in their healthcare decisions. (Referred to Finance 07/05/22)

23 22 0 0

ORDINANCE 24-2022 - AN ORDINANCE to take effect immediately
provided it receives the affirmative vote of at least two thirds of the
members of Council, or otherwise to take effect and be in force at the
earliest period allowed by law, authorizing the transfer and advance of
certain funds. (1st read & referred to Finance 7/18/22)

1 0 0 0

Sentiments for All Agenda Items

The following graphs display sentiments for comments that have location data. Only locations of users who have commented
will be shown.

Overall Sentiment

Agenda Item: eComments for ORDINANCE 20-2022 - AN ORDINANCE to take effect immediately provided it receives the
affirmative vote of at least two thirds of the members of Council to enact Section 135.17 Limitation on enforcement related to
abortion care of the Codified Ordinances of the City of Lakewood, to protect residents of the City of Lakewood from
interference by the State in their healthcare decisions. (Referred to Finance 07/05/22)

Overall Sentiment

Lindsay Parker
Location:
Submitted At:  8:07pm 07-25-22

I urge the council to support this ordinance protecting the health and safety of its residents from unjust
prosecution. Refusing to enforce an odious law criminalizing medical decisions is the very least you can do.



Karleigh  House
Location:
Submitted At:  7:42pm 07-25-22

I fully support this ordinance. Abortion is healthcare and city resources should not be wasted policing bodily
autonomy.

Galadriel Olson
Location:
Submitted At:  7:24pm 07-25-22

As a resident and mother of two children, I support this ordinance limiting enforcement related to abortion care.
Health care is a private matter between a person and their provider. Abortion is health care.

Mary Fitzpatrick
Location:
Submitted At:  7:17pm 07-25-22

My husband and I fully support Ordinance 20-2022 and appreciate our Lakewood City Council’s 
protection of bodily autonomy for women and for all of us.

Paul HUTTNER
Location:
Submitted At:  6:14pm 07-25-22

Please support and shield our civil right to medical reproductive care in Lakewood by enacting ordinance 20-
2022.

Sara Solomon
Location:
Submitted At:  6:08pm 07-25-22

I enthusiastically support Ordinance 20-2022.

Matthew Trahan
Location:
Submitted At:  5:56pm 07-25-22

I support Ordinance 20-2022. I urge Council to pass this ordinance.

Marcus Whiteamire
Location:
Submitted At:  5:47pm 07-25-22

I wish to express my full support for proposed Ordinance 20-2022. While it is disheartening, to say the least, to
live under the rule of a Supreme Court that feels empowered to strip away a basic human right from over half the
population, we can all take encouragement from a local ordinance such as this one. I am proud to help raise my
two daughters in a community that does respect their dignity and their human rights, and I am hopeful to see this
reflected in passage of Ordinance 20-2022.

Stacey Whiteamire
Location:
Submitted At:  5:32pm 07-25-22

I support Ordinance 20-2022. I applaud Lakewood City Council for taking steps to protect the health care of all of
its citizens.

Liz Trenholme
Location:
Submitted At:  5:27pm 07-25-22

As a lifelong Lakewood resident and mother to two girls, I urge Lakewood City Council to pass this ordinance.
Thank you for standing up for the right to choose and access safe reproductive care, and for not letting religious
fervor dictate laws.



Amy Bennett
Location:
Submitted At:  5:05pm 07-25-22

I support this ordinance to limit funds to enforce the abortion ban. Thank you for standing up for the bodily
autonomy and reproductive healthcare of people with a uterus. 

Religious institutions  should not be allowed to dictate law.

Cheryl Layshock
Location:
Submitted At:  4:58pm 07-25-22

I fully support this ordinance. Thank you for recognizing our residences needs to safe healthcare and protecting
reproductive rights.

Rachel Domenic
Location:
Submitted At:  4:23pm 07-25-22

I fully support this ordinance and I am grateful to live in a community where our government officials recognize
that abortion is healthcare, and respect the right to bodily autonomy for every person. I thank you for stepping up
to protect the residents of Lakewood.

Jessica Bibbo
Location:
Submitted At:  4:23pm 07-25-22

I fully support this ordinance. I am proud to live in a community that values and protects bodily autonomy and the
right to privacy.

Rebecca  Shofar
Location:
Submitted At:  4:11pm 07-25-22

I fully support this ordinance, and thank the City Council for introducing this. Please pass the ordinance.

Kristen Cliffel
Location:
Submitted At:  4:10pm 07-25-22

I support women's bodily autonomy. I support health care for girls and women. Thank you for respecting all
people.

Ann Stahlheber
Location:
Submitted At:  3:50pm 07-25-22

I applaud your decision to limit funds to enforce the recent abortion ban. 
I believe you all support the concept that abortion is health care, and women's rights for bodily autonomy.  Thank
you for that support. 
I understand that there may be some people giving you heat, touting religious reasons to oppose your decision.
Obviously these opponents have a right to their own views, however, religion should not be the basis for laws or
guidance on public funding. 
I have your backs on this one.

Good luck! 
~Annie

--
Ann Stahlheber



Amanda Ferry
Location:
Submitted At:  3:33pm 07-25-22

Thank you Lakewood for taking a stand. I feel like our city government is the last line of defense for our own
decisions regarding our health, and those whose mission it is to erase our body sovereignty.

Elizabeth  Seyala
Location:
Submitted At:  1:58pm 07-25-22

I fully support this ordinance and thank the Council for keeping our healthcare decisions private.

Emily Hilty
Location:
Submitted At:  1:29pm 07-25-22

Please do everything possible to ensure that people in Lakewood have the ability to make the health choices right
for them.

Nevin Steindam
Location:
Submitted At: 11:43am 07-25-22

I support reproductive rights and am glad to see my city take this stand. Thank you.

Looking at the other comments that were submitted, I agree with Anne Konarski's concerns about some wording
in the proposal. The intent seems clear to me, but I don't want to leave wiggle room for people to debate it later.

Tim Collingwood
Location:
Submitted At: 11:07am 07-25-22

I support this ordinance and I believe that more city funds should go to life-affirming health care like this. I don't
reference ill by saying "life-affirming." Life begins at first breath, and respect of one's free will determines one's
choices to maintain their health. I hope that in passing this ordinance that the doctors whose offices are in
Lakewood and whose patients come to Lakewood can have all they need to care for their patients in reproductive
need, especially when outside influencers threaten divine free will as they have who do not even live in the city
and claim God works through them when God loves those in reproductive need as much as They love the sinner
who judges them in false witness. 
I support reproductive rights and support those making them and those who work to ensure them. I'd rather have
the city of Lakewood put more funds in life-affirming care than to continue to fund life-devaluing care.

Anne Konarski
Location:
Submitted At: 10:38am 07-25-22

I absolutely support the spirit and intent of this ordinance, but have a few questions. 

Section 1 (b) (1) "Coercion or force was used against the pregnant person"  needs clarification please.  Does the
coercion or force relate to how the person became pregnant, or does it refer to the abortion they received was
due to coercion or force?  

Additionally, how will this ordinance relate to criminal acts that result in a pregnancy?  Will any of the health care
information be able to be used as evidence when the pregnant person is a victim, (e.g. sexual assault, statutory
rape).  Specifically, Section 1 (a) (1) refers to information about "any reproductive act"  a somewhat vague phrase,
versus (a) (2) refers to "other reproductive heath care act" which is more limited in scope.

Finally, will this ordinance cover information about disposal of frozen embryos and/or other products of fertility
treatments? 

Thank you for your time and attention.



Anne Konarski

Agenda Item: eComments for ORDINANCE 24-2022 - AN ORDINANCE to take effect immediately provided it receives the
affirmative vote of at least two thirds of the members of Council, or otherwise to take effect and be in force at the earliest
period allowed by law, authorizing the transfer and advance of certain funds. (1st read & referred to Finance 7/18/22)

Overall Sentiment

Mary Theobald
Location:
Submitted At:  2:04pm 07-25-22

I support this and look forward to seeing other ways that Lakewood can protect the health and privacy of its
citizens from the state’s partisan agenda.
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